
The latest pack from Big EDM is filling in the gaps of instrumental EDM and giving you guys hot vocal 

tracks. Sung like a top 10 pop hit these male vocals are filled with sexuality, playful romanticism, deep 

self-reflection, and a party state of mind. 

 

Vital EDM & Dance Vocals comes with 5 construction kits. Construction kits work universally with any 

DAW that can import WAV/MIDI loops and audio samples. The song as a whole gets broken down by 

layer and rendered into "stems". The stems, if you put them all together, would then be the song as a 

whole. With construction kits, you can slice, dice and modify each stem and place it however you 

want. This is your chance to take our track and do a remix that is all your style.  

 

We have included both the wet and dry version of the vocal tracks. We have even broken down the 

vocals into short phrases. This way you won't have to slice the entire track to get the one line you 

want to use.   

 

Vital EDM & Dance Vocals comes complete with lyric sheets and all of the instrument tracks. This 

includes synth lines, arps, piano chords, bass lines, drops, builds, cymbals, percussive fills, and more.  

Over 170 audio files await your vision of of creativity.   

 

No matter the mood, no matter the atmosphere you will find a set of stems complete with vocals to 

meet your needs. Our quality is top-notch and club-ready right out of the box, with enough headroom 

for you to add your own effects.  

 

Vital EDM & Dance Vocals from Big EDM is inspired by such artists as Kygo, Alan Walker, Lewis Capaldi, 

and Martin Garrix.  

 

This pack contains: 

 

- 5 Full Length Construction Kits with (Instrumental & Vocal Stems + MIDI) 

- 54 Vocal Loops 

- 3.46 GB / 175 Files In Total 

- 100% Royalty-Free 


